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To draw the face-mould M, fig. 5, from the part of the given plan, fig. 2.
First draw the chord line, 1 9, touching the concave points, ft, then from the chord line erect the several perpendiculars from the points 1, 2, / 3, 4, 5, 6, t, 7, 8 and 9. Then draw g t parallel to the chord line, 1 9; then obtain the height from fg, fig. 3, or fig, 4, which is the same, and apply it to g /, fig. 5, Then draw the' hypothenuse, 1 9, touching the point / also tlie parallel at t, and draw lines at right angles to the hypothenuse from tlie points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9; then obtain the several distances, as 1 / 2 a, 3 a, 4 4 4, 5 c, 66, 7 £,,8 8, and 9 t, from the chord line, fig. 2, and apply them upon the perpendiculars to the hypothenuse, fig. 5, from the points-1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9, to fa a, 44 c, 6 c, 8 and t; then draw the line 11, which will be the end of the required mould. The points t 6 c, and t 8 c, of the segment, also c 4 a of the concave, and c 4 a of the convex being obtained, describe the arcs through said points; then a f and a f is the straight part, and // the end of the required mould.
The manner of applying the face-mould to the plank, also the application of the falling moulds to the rail-piece, and the cutting away of the superfluous wood, is the same as has been described in the preceding plates.
At JE9 fig. 6 shows the elevation of the scroll when completed, and f g, the height equal to fg, of the falling moulds, and g i the joint.
To draw tlie curtail step and block for the same, as is shown by the dotted lines at fig. 2.
First obtain the size of the baluster i at its base, the centre of which being the centre of the rail; then draw the lines 5, of the bracket, from n to x, the face of which touching the base of the baluster, also being the required length of the bracket, the circular part a x, being drawn from the centre b of the first quadrant, which produces the concave side of the Block. Then cut a gain in the Block for the reception of the String, which is glued and screwed to the Block; the concave side of the Block is made sufficiently smooth from the junction of the String to the Block, to x, that it may not require any veneer; Risr, the second riser. For the veneer and

